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Abstract

In this paper, the series of phase transitions occurring during the gaseous nitriding of nanocrystalline iron was studied. Nitriding process of nanocrystalline iron and reduction process of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides were carried out at 350°C in a tubular differential reactor equipped with systems for thermogravimetric measurement and analysis of gas phase composition. The samples were reduced with hydrogen at 500°C in the above mentioned reactor. Then the sample was nitrided at 350°C in a stream of ammonia-hydrogen mixtures of various nitriding potential, $P = \frac{p_{\text{NH}_3}}{p_{\text{H}_2}^{3/2}}$. At each nitriding potential stationary states were obtained – nitriding reaction rate is zero and catalytic ammonia decomposition reaction rate is constant. Reduction process of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides was studied at 350°C in the stationary states as well. The phase composition of products obtained in both reaction directions (nitriding and reduction) was different despite identical concentration of nitrogen in the nitriding mixture. The hysteresis phenomenon, occurring in the iron nitriding degree – nitriding potential system, was explained. In the single-phase areas of $\alpha$-Fe(N), $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N or $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N, a state of chemical equilibrium between the ammonia-hydrogen mixture, nanocrystalline iron surface and volume was observed. In the multi-phase areas, between the gas phase and iron surface a state of chemical equilibrium holds, but between the gas phase and solid phase volume a state of quasi-equilibrium exists. The model of the nitriding process of nanocrystalline iron to iron nitride ($\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N) was presented. It was found, that nanocrystallites reacted in the order of their sizes from the largest to the smallest.
1. Introduction

Nitriding process of metals, in particular iron alloys, is widely carried out to improve the surface properties of nitrided materials. As a result of surface treatment of steels, their hardness, tensile strength and corrosion resistance is improved.\textsuperscript{1-4} The surface modification of iron alloys now also is applied to improve the magnetic properties of the material.\textsuperscript{3-7} Among the most commonly used methods of metal nitriding the following may be mentioned: gas\textsuperscript{4,8} plasma\textsuperscript{9} and fluorescent.\textsuperscript{10}

On an industrial scale the gas nitriding of ferrous alloys is widely used to obtain a protective layer on their surfaces, consisting of iron nitrides. The nitriding reagent which is the most often used in this method is a gas mixture of ammonia and hydrogen.\textsuperscript{11-13}

Studies on the thermodynamic equilibrium in the system iron-nitrogen-hydrogen were carried out by Lehrer, who described the boundaries of particular phases depending on the nitriding potential and temperature. Under given process conditions one can obtain single-phase iron nitrides - $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N, $\varepsilon$-Fe$_3$$_2$N, $\zeta$-Fe$_2$N\textsuperscript{14,15} in the state of chemical equilibrium.

In recent years, increased interest in nanocrystalline materials is observed, including nanokrystalline iron nitrides, due to their different physicochemical properties compared to the materials of coarsely crystalline structure.\textsuperscript{16-19} Nanocrystalline iron nitrides have magnetic properties, therefore, could potentially be used for the manufacture of magnets and electromagnets, magnetic heads of devices for magnetic data recording and in medical diagnosis as contrast agents.\textsuperscript{9,17-21}

Studying the kinetics of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron with ammonia, it was found that the reaction rate is limited by the rate of disassociative adsorption of ammonia on the surface of iron. Based on this finding a model of reaction in the adsorption range was elaborated.\textsuperscript{22} From
this model it can be seen that the phase transition of nanocrystallites occurs in the order of their size, from the smallest to the largest.\textsuperscript{23} New methods for determining the crystallite size distribution\textsuperscript{24} and procedure for isolating the fraction of crystallites of a certain size\textsuperscript{25} were developed.

Examining the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of the obtained nitrides at temperatures of 400 to 500°C, it was found that the same nitriding degree of nanocrystalline iron in the reduction process is achieved at lower nitriding potentials than in the nitriding process. The phenomenon of hysteresis was observed in the system nitriding degree of iron-nitriding potential at constant temperature in stationary conditions.\textsuperscript{26-29}

In the system nanocrystalline iron-ammonia-hydrogen there were observed not only single-phase regions, but also mixtures of phases: $\alpha$-Fe(N) + $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N and $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N + $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N,\textsuperscript{30,31} what can not be explained on the basis of a well-known Lehrer’s diagram.

The paper presents results of research on nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides at 350°C in the stationary states. The influence of the nitriding mixture composition on the phase composition of products obtained in the processes of nitriding of nanocrystalline iron and nanocrystalline iron nitrides reduction was analyzed.

2. Experimental Methods

For investigations the industrial pre-reduced nanocrystalline iron catalyst for ammonia synthesis\textsuperscript{32} was used. The iron catalyst precursor is formed by melting of magnetite ore with a little add of aluminum, calcium and potassium oxides in resistance furnace. Next, lava is cooled down, crushed and sieved to obtain selected fraction of grains. The catalyst precursor is reduced in hydrogen/nitrogen stream (3/1) in temperature of 500°C to obtained metallic, nanocrystalline
The nanocrystalline iron catalyst in this form is piroforic and before its unloading from the reactor, the passivation process need to be performed. After cooling the catalyst bed to temperature of 60°C at nitrogen stream, a little amount of air (about 0.75% ÷ 1.2%) to neutral gas flow was added.\(^\text{34}\)

Chemical composition of the catalyst was determined by inductively coupled plasma – atomic emission spectrometry (ICP-AES) using a Perkin Elmer Optime 5300DV spectrometer (in wt%): 3.3 Al\(_2\)O\(_3\), 2.8 CaO, 0.65 K\(_2\)O and 6.5 oxygen in the form of iron oxides. Philips X'Pert X-ray diffractometer with the copper lamp was used for the characterization of samples with various nitriding degrees. The average crystallite size of iron, as determined by Rietveld method, was 45 nm. To determine the specific surface area the Quadrasorb SI apparatus (Quantachrome Instruments, Automated Surface Area & Pore Size Analyzer) was applied. The specific surface area of the catalyst, determined by BET, was 12 m\(^2\)/g. A more detailed description of material used in the study has been presented in earlier publications.\(^\text{35,36}\)

Nanocrystalline iron nitriding processes and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides were carried out in a differential tubular reactor equipped with a system that allows to perform the simultaneous thermogravimetric measurements (using a spring balance) and catharometric analysis of the hydrogen concentration in the gas phase. A sample of the catalyst by weight of 1.0 g and a grain size of 1.0 ÷ 1.2 mm was placed on a platinum basket in a form of single layer of grains. The nitriding process was preceded by a reduction of the passive layer of the catalyst. The reductions were carried out polythermally with the hydrogen flow of 9 dm\(^3\)/h, increasing the process temperature to 500°C at a rate of 5°C/min. The samples were annealed at this temperature until a stable weight was observed (approximately 30 min). Under these conditions, iron oxides contained in the catalyst were reduced, and the promoters remained in the oxide
form. During reduction pre-reduced nanocrystalline iron catalyst, the metallic iron was created in a form of nanocrystallites separated with structural promoters (Al$_2$O$_3$, CaO) bridges. The surface of nanocrystalline iron is wetted with K+O layer, where the iron atoms are covered directly by oxygen ions, and then with potassium. The oxygen layer is not completed as a result of geometric reason – diameter of potassium ion is so big that only every second Fe atom have been covered with oxygen. The surface of nanocrystals iron, 3D bridges of promoters and 2D layer of K+O are in chemical equilibrium, the surface and the bulk of nanocrystalline iron, as well.$^{37-39}$

Nitriding and reduction processes were carried out using gaseous ammonia having a purity of 99.98% and hydrogen with purity 99.999%. Gas flow rate was controlled by an electronic mass flow-meter placed at the inlet to the reactor. Changes in temperature and weight of the sample to be analyzed and the hydrogen concentration at the outlet of the reactor were recorded in a digital manner.

Studies of nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides were carried out isothermally at 350°C under atmospheric pressure by varying the composition of the nitriding mixture. The composition of the gas mixture was expressed as the partial pressure of components ($p_{NH_3}, p_{H_2}$) and then the nitriding potential can be described by the following equation:

$$P = \frac{p_{NH_3}}{p_{H_2}^{3/2}} \left[ Pa^{-0.5} \right]$$

The change in mass of the sample was expressed as the nitriding degree, defined as the mass ratio of nitrogen contained in the sample, $m_N$, to the weight of iron contained in the same sample, $m_{Fe}$. 
In order to analyse the phase composition and average crystallite size at the determined nitriding potentials, the carried out nitriding and reduction processes were stopped by a quickly cooling of the solid sample. The samples were cooled to a temperature below 50°C in the reactor in a stream of nitrogen and subjected to low temperature passivation by nitrogen with addition of oxygen (1.0 vol%). In the passivation process, the weight gain by approx. 1.0% was observed, corresponding to the formation of oxide layer with a thickness of approx. 1.5 nm on the surface of the nanocrystalline iron nitride. The resulting passive film thickness was comparable with literature data for iron catalyst.\textsuperscript{40,41}

On the basis of X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements the phase composition and average crystallite size of the obtained samples with different nitriding degrees were determined by the Rietveld method.

3. Results

Nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline nitrides were carried out at a temperature of 350°C at a varying composition of nitriding mixture. The mixtures of hydrogen and ammonia were introduced into the reactor, increasing the ratio \( \text{NH}_3: \text{H}_2 \) stepwise, during nitriding starting from pure hydrogen and ending for pure ammonia. During the process of reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitrides starting from pure ammonia or of the certain nitriding mixture and ending for pure hydrogen. Under these process conditions, the composition of the gas mixture at the reactor inlet was determined within the limits of measurement error \( \approx 2\% \). After each change in the composition of the gas phase the process was carried out until steady state in which the rate of the nitridation reaction is zero (constant nitrogen content in the solid samples) was observed and the measured hydrogen concentration in the reactor was
constant. The steady states were already studied at higher temperatures.\cite{26,42} Changing time of the gases in the reactor in relation to time to determine the steady state was relatively short, so that the composition of the gas phase in equilibrium was constant. In the case of a determination to one with of the stationary state, corresponding process conditions was kept constant for about 12 hours. No increase in mass of the sample was observed. There also changed the composition of the gas phase. Based on measurements of the hydrogen concentration at the inlet and outlet of the reactor, it was found that the rate of catalytic ammonia decomposition at a temperature of 350°C is negligible. Both in nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline nitrides, different nitriding degree stable at a steady-state corresponded to each pre-adjusted reaction mixture composition. In Figure 1, an exemplary dependence of the nitriding degree of solid sample and the hydrogen partial pressure over time for a fragment of one of the performed nanocrystalline iron nitriding processes is presented.
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Figure 1. The changes of nitriding degree during the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron at 350°C with varying content of nitriding mixture. The partial pressure of hydrogen in the vicinity of the sample is depicted with a red line.

On the basis of a series of carried out experiments a dependence of nitriding degree on natural logarithm of nitriding potential at stationary states was developed (Figure 2) for nanocrystalline iron nitriding processes and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides. Values of
nitriding degree corresponding to the stoichiometric compositions of iron nitrides are marked by dashed horizontal lines. Characteristic points of the conducted processes are indicated by dashed vertical lines and above are given values of nitriding potential for these points.

Figure 2. The dependence of the nitriding degree (a) and phase composition (b) on nitriding potential in the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron (continuous line) and the reduction of the iron nitrides (dashed lines) at stationary states at 350°C: P – nitriding potential; a, r – as appropriate for nitriding process and reduction; α, γ ', ε - designation of phases α-Fe (N), γ'-Fe₄N and ε-Fe₃.2N; 0, max - as appropriate for the minimum and maximum nitriding potential at which exists a phase.

In this figure also a comparative study of the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides at 350°C is shown, taking into account different final nitriding potentials. Process No. 1 was carried out to achieve a maximum nitriding
degree (conversion: $\alpha$-Fe(N) $\rightarrow$ $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N $\rightarrow$ $\varepsilon$-Fe$_3$N). Process No. 2 was carried out until the nitriding degree of solid samples was corresponding to the stoichiometric composition of Fe$_4$N (conversion: $\alpha$-Fe(N) $\rightarrow$ $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N).

In order to determine the phase composition and an average crystallite size of each of the compounds produced in the process No. 1 at certain nitriding potentials and the corresponding nitriding degrees in the stationary states, the processes in question were stopped. Nitrided samples were passivated and their diffraction patterns were obtained. Selected diffraction patterns for the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process are shown in Figure 3a, and for the reduction process of nanocrystalline iron nitrides in Figure 3b. Phase analysis was performed using the X’Pert HighScore Plus program, based on crystallographic data contained in the identification cards database ICDD PDF-4+. For the phase analysis the cards of indices: 04-004-2482 for $\alpha$-Fe phase, 04-004-9107 for $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase and 04-007-2960 for phase $\varepsilon$-Fe$_3$N were used. Based on the identification cards, peaks corresponding to particular phases were marked with dotted vertical lines of different colors on the diffraction patterns. For each diffraction pattern the nitriding degree obtained during the process, nitriding potential at which the process was stopped and the phases present in the sample are also given.
Figure 3. Diffractograms for the materials obtained at 350°C in the process the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron (a) and the reduction of the iron nitrides (b).

Execution the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process (diffraction pattern No. 01) below the minimum level of nitriding potential, small nitriding degree amounting to $0.004 \text{ g}_N/\text{g}_Fe$ was obtained. At this stage of the process, a solution of nitrogen in nanocrystalline iron, $\alpha$-Fe(N) is formed, with nitrogen adsorbed on its surface is.\(^{43}\) After crossing $P^a_{\alpha\gamma'}$, the nitriding degree increases non-monotonically to a value corresponding to the stoichiometric composition of the Fe$_4$N compound, at the maximum nitriding potential, $P^a_{\max\alpha}$ at which phase $\alpha$-Fe(N) is still stable. The change in the phase composition in this range of potentials is observed on diffractograms 02 ÷ 04, where there are peaks of $\alpha$-Fe(N) and $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phases. The intensity of $\alpha$-Fe(N) peaks is decreasing, and of the characteristic peak for $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N is increasing, which results from the decreasing content of iron and a growing $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N nitride content. From the nitriding potential value $P^a_{\max\alpha}$ to the minimum nitriding potential $P^a_{\min\alpha}$, at which $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase is formed, a slight increase in the nitriding degree (plateau on the nitriding curve) is observed in a
wide range of potentials. On the diffraction pattern No. 05 for the sample obtained in this range of nitriding potentials, peaks characteristic only for the $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase are observed. When increasing the nitriding potential above $P^a_{0\gamma}$, a monotonic increase in the nitriding degree to a level corresponding to the maximum content of nitrogen in the sample, $m_{N}/m_{Fe} = 0.12 \ g_{N}/g_{Fe}$, is observed. In this range of potentials, to $P^a_{\text{max}_{\gamma'}}$ two phases, $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N and $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N, are stable in the sample – diffraction patterns Nos. 06 and 07, and above $P^a_{\text{max}_{\gamma'}}$ only $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase lasted – diffraction patterns 08 and 09.

In the process of reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitrides obtained during the process No. 1, nitriding degree of iron decreases monotonically with a change in nitriding potential from a maximum value ($m_{N}/m_{Fe} = 0.12 \ g_{N}/g_{Fe}$) to a value slightly above the stoichiometric chemical composition of $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N ($m_{N}/m_{Fe} = 0.07 \ g_{N}/g_{Fe}$), at the nitriding potential 0.0027 Pa$^{-0.5}$. In the diffractograms 09÷11, for samples reduced with hydrogen-ammonia mixtures of nitriding potentials above $P^r_{\text{max}_{\gamma'}}$, only peaks of $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase are observed, and diffraction patterns 12 and 13 (for the samples prepared below nitriding potential $P^r_{\text{max}_{\gamma'}}$) contain, apart from characteristic peaks of the $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase, peaks corresponding to $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase. On further lowering of the minimum nitriding potential to $P^r_{0\gamma}$, decrease in the value of the nitriding degree down to a level corresponding to the solution of nitrogen in nanocrystalline iron $\alpha$-Fe(N) is observed. Diffraction patterns 14÷16 obtained for samples prepared at nitriding potentials from this range. In the diffractogram 14, peaks characteristic for $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N and $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase are observed, in the diffractogram 15 additionally peaks characteristic to $\alpha$-Fe(N) phase occur, and in the diffractogram 16 peaks characteristic to $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N and $\alpha$-Fe(N) phases can be seen. Decrease in potential to less than $P^r_{0\gamma}$ resulted in a further decrease in nitriding degree until the value
corresponding to the solution of hydrogen in nanocrystalline iron α-Fe(H) – diffraction pattern 17, on which only peaks characteristic for α-Fe were observed.

For ε-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase, diffraction peak shifts towards lower reflection angles in the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and towards higher angles of reflection in the reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitrides are observed (black dashed lines in Figure 3). There were no significant changes at the position of diffraction reflections for α-Fe(N) and γ'-Fe$_4$N phases. Changes in the position of diffraction reflections are the result of changes in lattice constant, as a result of varying nitrogen content in the crystal structure of a given compound. In the case of α-Fe(N) and γ'-Fe$_4$N phases, in which the nitrogen content in the crystal lattice structure varies to a small extent, changes in the position of the peaks are not as noticeable as in the case of ε-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase for which the nitrogen content in the crystal lattice structure varies widely. The values of lattice constants of ε-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase are changing in the following manner. Lattice constant $a$ in the nitriding process increases by 0.0753 Å in the range of from 4.7265 to 4.8018 Å and for lattice constant $c$ increases about value 0.0310 Å from 4.3950 Å to 4.4260 Å. In the process of reducing the value of both lattice constant decreases, for lattice constant $a$ about value 0.1487 Å from 4.8018 Å to 4.6531 Å and for lattice constant $c$ by 0.0535 Å in the range of from 4.4260 Å to 4.3725 Å. The values of both lattice constants ε-Fe$_{3.2}$N phase in the final reduction stage of this phase were lower than during the formation of this phase during the nitriding process. In the reduction process, phase ε-Fe$_{3.2}$N below the nitriding potential $P_{\text{max}}'$ can achieve chemical composition corresponding to compound ε-Fe$_4$N.

Dependence of the nitriding degree on nitriding potential for the reduction process of nanocrystalline nitrides obtained during the nitriding process carried out to the nitriding degree close to the stoichiometric composition of γ'-Fe$_4$N compound proceeds in a different way than in
the case of nitrides obtained during the process conducted to ε-Fe₃₂N (the maximum nitriding degree $m_N/m_{Fe} = 0.12 \ g_N/g_{Fe}$). In the reduction process, for which the output phase was nanocrystalline $\gamma'$-Fe₄N nitride, in the nitriding potential range from 0.0540 Pa⁻⁰.⁵ to 0.0016 Pa⁻⁰.⁵ the nitriding degree decreases slightly (approximately $0.004 \ g_N/g_{Fe}$). In the potential range from 0.0016 Pa⁻⁰.⁵ to a minimum nitriding potential in the process of reduction, $P_{\gamma'^0}$, at which $\gamma'$-Fe₄N phase is still stable, decrease in the nitriding degree is observed from the value close to the stoichiometric composition of $\gamma'$-Fe₄N to the value of nitriding degree characteristic for solution of nitrogen in the nanocrystalline iron $\alpha$-Fe(N). While decreasing the nitriding potential below $P_{\gamma'^0}$, a further decrease in the nitriding degree occurs until the value corresponding to the solution of hydrogen in nanocrystalline iron $\alpha$-Fe(H) is achieved.

For three ranges of potentials: less than $P_{\gamma'^0}$, from $P_{\gamma'^0_{\max}}$ to $P_{\gamma'^0}$ and above $P_{\gamma'^0_{\max}}$ the nitriding mixture composition was changed towards higher and lower potentials. Regardless of which direction was changed the nitriding potential the same dependence of the nitriding degree of sample on nitriding potential was observed.

For the reduction process of obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides the dependence of the nitriding degree of the sample on nitriding potential does not match with an analogous relationship for the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process. In the range of nitriding potentials where two phases coexist, isotherm for nanocrystalline iron nitrides reduction process extends above the isotherm for nitriding process. For the iron nitriding processes and reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitrides obtained at a temperature of 350°C, the hysteresis effect was observed. As a result of multiple repetition of nitriding and reduction processes, the same hysteresis curves were obtained. Based on this observation it can be concluded that the morphology and chemical composition of the iron catalyst does not change. Based on these
findings, one can say that the iron catalyst in single-phase areas reaches the states of chemical equilibrium, and in two- and three-phase areas the catalyst is in the states of chemical quasi-equilibrium.

On the basis of the obtained diffraction patterns, phase composition and the average crystallite size of α-Fe and γ'-Fe₄N were calculated by Rietveld method for each sample treated with a nitriding mixture.

Figure 2b shows the changes in the content of the various nanocrystalline phases with the change in the nitriding potential of gas mixture. Nitriding potential values corresponding to the characteristic steps of the nanocrystalline iron nitriding reaction and reduction of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides are marked with dotted vertical lines. A detailed description for the selected values of nitriding potentials is given in Table 1. For the α-Fe(N) and γ'-Fe₄N phases additionally changes in the content of individual phases for the reduction process conducted from the obtained γ'-Fe₄N phase. For this process the hysteresis effect in the area of coexistence of phases α-Fe(N) and γ'-Fe₄N was observed. For the conversion, where the nanocrystalline iron was nitrided through the γ'-Fe₄N to ε-Fe₃₂N, the hysteresis phenomenon was observed for the area of occurrence of phase α-Fe(N) and ε-Fe₃₂N.

Based on the results shown in Figure 3a and 2b an analysis of the phase composition changes during the nanocrystalline iron nitriding at 350°C was performed. The phase composition of the material under consideration was changing with the process from the solid solution of nitrogen in nanocrystalline iron through the mixture of iron saturated with nitrogen and iron nitride γ'-Fe₄N, a mixture of nitrides γ'-Fe₄N and ε-Fe₃₂N, up to ε-Fe₃₂N phase with varying degree of saturation with nitrogen. Areas of existing of particular phases and their mixtures with respect to the
Nitriding potential and nitriding degree are shown in Table 1. Presence of two phases at a given nitriding degree during the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process was stated.

Table 1. Nitriding potentials corresponding to characteristic stages of nitriding the nanocrystalline iron and reduction of the nanocrystalline iron nitrides at 350°C

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranges of potentials</th>
<th>Nitriding potentials $P$ [Pa$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>Nitriding degree $m_N/m_{Fe}$ [gN/gFe]</th>
<th>Phases occurring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0057$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.004$</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^0 - P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$0.0057 \div 0.0158$</td>
<td>$0.004 \div 0.063$</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Fe(N), $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^\max - P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$0.0158 \div 0.0540$</td>
<td>0.063</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^0 - P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$0.0540 \div 0.1586$</td>
<td>$0.063 \div 0.102$</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$<em>4$N, $\varepsilon$-Fe$</em>{2.2}$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&gt; P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.1586$</td>
<td>$0.102 \div 0.122$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranges of potentials</th>
<th>Nitriding potentials $P \times 10^2$ [Pa$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>Nitriding degree $m_N/m_{Fe}$ [gN/gFe]</th>
<th>Phases occurring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&gt; P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.0143$</td>
<td>0.122 $\div$ 0.084</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^\max - P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$0.0143 \div 0.0032$</td>
<td>$0.084 \div 0.063$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N, $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^\max - P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$0.0032 \div 0.0020$</td>
<td>0.063 $\div$ 0.024</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N, $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N, $\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^0 - P_{\gamma'}^\gamma$</td>
<td>$0.0020 \div 0.0012$</td>
<td>$0.024 \div 0.004$</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N, $\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; P_{\gamma'}^\gamma$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0012$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.004$</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of the reduction of the iron nitrides at process No. 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranges of potentials</th>
<th>Nitriding potentials $P \times 10^2$ [Pa$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>Nitriding degree $m_N/m_{Fe}$ [gN/gFe]</th>
<th>Phases occurring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&gt; P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.0032$</td>
<td>0.062 $\div$ 0.060</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^\max - P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$0.0032 \div 0.0012$</td>
<td>$0.060 \div 0.006$</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N, $\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0012$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.006$</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The process of the reduction of the iron nitrides at process No. 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ranges of potentials</th>
<th>Nitriding potentials $P \times 10^2$ [Pa$^{-0.5}$]</th>
<th>Nitriding degree $m_N/m_{Fe}$ [gN/gFe]</th>
<th>Phases occurring</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$&gt; P_{\gamma'}^\max$</td>
<td>$&gt; 0.0032$</td>
<td>0.122 $\div$ 0.084</td>
<td>$\alpha$-Fe(N)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$P_{\gamma'}^\max - P_{\gamma'}^0$</td>
<td>$0.0032 \div 0.0012$</td>
<td>$0.062 \div 0.060$</td>
<td>$\varepsilon$-Fe$_{2.2}$N</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$&lt; P_{\gamma'}^\gamma$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.0012$</td>
<td>$&lt; 0.006$</td>
<td>$\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$P_{\gamma'}^0$ – minimum nitriding potential in the process of nitriding, at which $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase is formed,

$P_{\gamma'}^\max$ – maximum nitriding potential in the process of nitriding, at which $\alpha$-Fe(N) phase is still,

$P_{\gamma'}^0$ – minimum nitriding potential in the process of nitriding, at which $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{2.2}$N phase is formed,

$P_{\gamma'}^\max$ – maximum nitriding potential in the process of nitriding, at which $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N phase is still,

$P_{\gamma'}^0$ – minimum nitriding potential in the process of reduction, at which $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N is formed,

$P_{\gamma'}^\max$ – maximum nitriding potential in the process of reduction, at which $\alpha$-Fe(N) is formed,

$P_{\gamma'}^0$ – minimum nitriding potential in the process of reduction, at which $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{2.2}$N phase is still,
Based on the diffraction patterns shown in Figure 3b, the phase composition of the samples in the reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitride $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$ at 350°C was determined (Figure 2b). There was observed a conversion of $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$ phase, with the highest degree of saturation with nitrogen (maximum obtained nitriding degree), through the $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$ phase less saturated with nitrogen, a mixture of two nitrides $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ and $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$, a mixture of three phases: $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(N)}$, $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$, $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$, a mixture of two nitrides $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ and $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(N)}$ to the $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(H)}$ phase in the sample after the complete decomposition of iron nitrides. Based on the results of quantitative phase analysis, presented in Figure 2b, coexistence of three phases was observed for the samples reduced in nitriding mixtures within the range $P_r^\text{max}_\alpha-P_r^\text{0}_\varepsilon$. Along with the progress of the reduction process a decrease in the content of $\varepsilon$-$\text{Fe}_3\text{N}$ phase was observed below $P_r^\text{max}_{\gamma'}$, first to $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ nitride, and then also to $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(N)}$.

Based on powder diffraction patterns for the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process, the average crystallite sizes of $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(N)}$ and $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ while taking into account the lattice strain were determined by the Rietveld method. The obtained dependence of the average crystallite size and the lattice strain on the nitriding degree is shown in Figure 4. In the determination of these parameters into account deconvolution of simultaneously size and strain terms. The average crystallite sizes of both $\alpha$-$\text{Fe(N)}$ as well as $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ decrease with increasing nitriding degree, and the lattice strain of both this phases slightly increase with increasing nitriding degree. Changes in the lattice strain are associated with the incorporation of a further nitrogen atoms in the structure of the individual phases.
Figure 4. The dependence of average crystallite size and lattice strain on the nitriding degree in the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron to $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ phase.

Based on the dependence on nitriding potential in the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron to $\gamma'\text{-Fe}_4\text{N}$ phase, the dependence of weight gain on nitriding degree was determined (Figure 5).

Figure 5. The dependence $\Delta\alpha/\Delta\text{dlnP}$ of the nitriding level in the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron.

This dependence was used to determine the size distribution of crystallite (GSD) according to the method proposed by Pelka in article. For this purpose, on the basis of microscopic observations SEM iron catalyst, was assumed the size of the nanocrystallites as 10-70 nm and a shape factor S/V as for the sphere. The shares of individual fractions were chosen in such a way that area under the curve GSD=f(d) was equal to unity for the specified range of diameters of
crystallites. The average diameter size calculated based on the acquired GSD was equal to the average diameter obtained by XRD. The probability of occurrence of a particular fraction of crystallites in the catalyst has been calculated and their size distribution (GSD) has been specified. The obtained size distribution was compared with results obtained by means of XRD method (after Pielaszek) and BET method (Figure 6).

![Figure 6. Crystallite size distribution indicated by various methods for the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron.](image)

4. Discussion

Examining the process of ammonia synthesis over iron catalyst it was hypothesized that the iron catalyst in the ammonia synthesis process is in a state of chemical equilibrium and an attempt was made to demonstrate that multicomponent nanocrystalline materials whose surface is coated with a two-dimensional structure of the adsorbent may be in a state of chemical equilibrium. The results presented in this work show plausible the hypothesis outlined earlier.

During the catalytic decomposition of ammonia on iron catalyst the stationary states exist in which there is only the ammonia decomposition reaction and a state of chemical equilibrium is established between the chemical potential of a nitriding mixture and the chemical potential in the volume of iron nanocrystallites and iron nitrides. Along with increase in the nitriding
potential the single-phase areas are observed: $\alpha$-Fe(N), $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N, $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N and the areas of coexistence of two phases: $\alpha$-Fe(N) + $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N and $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N + $\varepsilon$ Fe$_{3.2}$N, as observed in previous studies on nitriding process of the catalyst at higher temperatures.\textsuperscript{26-29} In the reduction process of the nanocrystalline nitride $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N at a temperature of 350°C it was observed, in addition to the aforementioned single- and two-component areas, the area of coexistence of three solid phases: $\alpha$-Fe(N) + $\gamma'$-Fe$_4$N + $\varepsilon$-Fe$_{3.2}$N in the range of potentials from 0.0032 Pa$^{-0.5}$ to 0.0020 Pa$^{-0.5}$. The occurrence range of particular phases and mixtures thereof of nitriding nanocrystalline iron and reduction of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides at 350°C on the Lehrer's diagram by colored lines was marked (Fig. 7). Areas the coexistence of two phases in the process of nitriding (Fig. 7a) and the coexistence of three phase in the reduction process (Fig. 7b) are marked by colorful fields. On the Lehrer's diagram also marked literature data on previously conducted processes at higher temperatures.\textsuperscript{26,45-47}

Figure 7. Comparison of the experimental data and the results of various studies creating the Lehrer diagram, for the process of the nitriding of nanocrystalline iron (a) and the reduction of the iron nitrides (b).
Studying the nitriding process and ammonia decomposition at 475°C the dependences of ammonia decomposition rate on the nitriding potential in the stationary states were determined.

In the potentials area corresponding to the existence of a solution of nitrogen in the iron, α-Fe(N), the rate of catalytic decomposition of ammonia increases and in the nitriding potential areas corresponding to the coexistence of two phases α-Fe(N) and γ'-Fe₄N and the existence of γ'-Fe₄N phase the rate of catalytic decomposition of ammonia decreases. The determined ammonia decomposition rates are independent of the direction of potential changes, what proves that in the entire range of nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of nanocrystalline nitride a state of chemical equilibrium holds between the volume and the surface of the catalyst.

In the stationary states in the single-phase areas of α-Fe(N), γ'-Fe₄N and ε-Fe₃₋₂N a state of chemical equilibrium exists between the ammonia-hydrogen mixture, the catalyst surface and solid phase. In the multi-phase areas a state of chemical equilibrium holds between the gas phase and the catalyst surface and the quasi-equilibrium state between the gas phase and solid phase volume.

The observed hysteresis phenomena can be explained by the different energetic effects occurring during the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of the obtained nanocrystalline iron nitrides.

Let us consider the phenomena occurring in the process of nitriding of a single nanocrystallite. Creating of a solution of nitrogen in iron is an endothermic process. Along with increase in the chemical potential of nitrogen in nanocrystallite volume its energy increases. The rate of the nitriding process is very small compared to the rate of diffusion processes taking place within the nanocrystallite, thus in the entire volume of the crystallite a uniform concentration of nitrogen occurs. After reaching the critical concentration of nitrogen in the α-Fe(N) solution, when the
energy of the nanocrystallite is sufficient to transform the bcc sublattice of \( \alpha \)-Fe phase (\( \alpha \)-nitro-ferrite) into the fcc sublattice of \( \gamma \)-Fe a recrystallization of bcc sublattice takes place, which results in a thermodynamically unstable structure of \( \gamma \)-Fe(N) (\( \gamma \)-austenite) with a low nitrogen content. Unsaturated \( \gamma \)-Fe(N) solution is rapidly saturated to form \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_{4-X_{\text{min}}} \)N compound. This compound is a non-stoichiometric one with its composition close to Fe\(_4\)N, in which the nitrogen chemical potential is in a state of chemical equilibrium with the nitriding potential of a nitriding mixture. The value of \( X \) parameter depends on the nitriding potential at a given temperature. Along with an increase in the nitriding potential of the gas mixture the value of \( X \) decreases and Fe\(_4\)N compound is formed. With a further increase in the potential, similarly as with the conversion of \( \alpha \)-Fe(N) \( \rightarrow \) \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N, the following transformation process occurs: \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N \( \rightarrow \) \( \varepsilon \)-Fe\(_{3-Y} \)N, where \( Y<1 \). Iron fcc sublattice of \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N phase transforms into the hcp sublattice of \( \varepsilon \) phase. The chemical composition of \( \varepsilon \) phase can be considered as a solution in a wide range of nitriding degree \( 0.043 \text{ g}_N/\text{g}_\text{Fe} \div 0.123 \text{ g}_N/\text{g}_\text{Fe} \)\(^{48} \) which depends on the nitriding potential. After the transformation of \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N phase into the unstable \( \varepsilon \)-Fe\(_4\)N phase, which becomes saturated at a chemical equilibrium state increasing the nitriding degree up to Fe\(_3\)N corresponding to the nitriding potential \( P^a_{\text{max} \gamma} \).

In the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process \( \zeta \)-Fe\(_2\)N phase was not obtained.

Based on the results shown in Figure 2, it was found that the process of reduction of nanocrystalline iron nitrides proceeds differently depending on the initial nitriding degree of the sample corresponding to \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N or \( \varepsilon \) phase (\( m_N/m_\text{Fe} = 0.12 \text{ g}_N/\text{g}_\text{Fe} \)).

In the reduction process of \( \gamma' \)-Fe\(_4\)N along with a decrease in the nitriding potential of the gas phase the nitrogen concentration in Fe\(_{4-X} \)N decreases as well. This process is associated with the process of creation of defects in the bcc crystal lattice leading to increased energy of
nanocrystallite. Upon the recrystallization of γ'-Fe sublattice the energy of the sublattice recrystallization is released, which balances the formation of the thermodynamically unstable supersaturated α'-Fe(N) phase with the chemical composition of Fe_{4-X_{\text{min}}}N (α'-martensite), which as a result of further removal of nitrogen from the surface of the sample goes into equilibrium state of α-Fe(N).

In the process of reduction of ε phase along with decreasing in the nitriding potential the nitrogen concentration of the ε phase decreases to the nitriding degree equal to approx. 0.065 g_{N}/g_{Fe} (ε-Fe_{2+Z}N) at the nitriding potential P^{r}_{\text{max}}. Starting from the nitriding potential P^{r}_{\text{maxγ′}}, apart from ε phase the γ'-Fe_{4}N phase exists. Below nitriding potential P^{r}_{\text{maxα}}, three phases exist in the system: α-Fe(N), γ'-Fe_{4}N and ε-Fe_{2+Z}N. One can hypothesize that at potential P^{r}_{\text{maxα}} direct conversion process of ε-Fe_{2+Z}N phase to α-Fe(N) takes place.

Taking into account the dependence of the average crystallite size on the nitriding degree (Figure 4), which shows that the crystallite size of the substrate and the product decreases with an increase in the nitriding degree of iron, it should be noted that the order of reacted crystallites depends on their size and they reacted in the order from the largest to the smallest (Figure 8). This phenomenon was used to determine the crystallite size distribution of iron catalyst.24

Figure 8. The model of the nitriding process of nanocrystalline iron until obtained the iron nitrides γ'-Fe_{4}N.
The observed areas of the coexistence of two phases can be explained by differences in the size of iron nanocrystallites and the obtained iron nitrides, and therefore also different values of the nitriding potential necessary for the occurrence of a phase transition of individual crystallites.\textsuperscript{45,49}

5. Conclusions

In the nanocrystalline iron nitriding process and reduction of the obtained iron nitrides the hysteresis phenomenon is observed. In the stationary states in the areas of single-phase of α-Fe(N), γ'-Fe\textsubscript{4}N and ε-Fe\textsubscript{3,2}N a state of chemical equilibrium exists between the ammonia-hydrogen mixture, catalyst surface and solid phase. In the multi-phase areas a state of chemical equilibrium holds between the gas phase and catalyst surface and the state of quasi-equilibrium exists between the gas phase and solid phase volume. In the process of nitriding in quasi-equilibrium states coexist two phases α-Fe(N) + γ'-Fe\textsubscript{4}N and γ'-Fe\textsubscript{4}N + ε-Fe\textsubscript{3,2}N, and in the reduction process apart from the two-component systems the ternary system α-Fe(N) + γ'-Fe\textsubscript{4}N + ε-Fe\textsubscript{3,2}N is observed as well.

In the nitriding process, at the nitriding potential gradually increasing, crystallites undergo a phase transition throughout their volume and in the order of their size, from the largest to the smallest.
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